Linkage studies of X-linked mental retardation: high frequency of recombination in the telomeric region of the human X chromosome (fragile site/linkage/recombination/X chromosome).
One of the commonest forms of X-linked mental retardation is associated with a fragile site at Xq27 on the human X chromosome which can be visualised structurally after culturing cells in folate-deficient media. Unusually, the mutation can be transmitted through a phenotypically normal male. There is already some evidence that the gene loci for G6PD and factor IX are linked to this mental retardation locus. We have followed the inheritance of a DNA sequence 52A, in fragile site families that are also informative for factor IX. We demonstrate that these probes are localised at Xq27/Xq28-Xqter, close physically to the fragile site. We did not find close linkage between 52A, factor IX, and the fragile site in the families studied despite 52A and factor IX showing linkage in normal families. We discuss the importance of these data for the genetic mapping of this region of the human X chromosome and the implication for the use of these DNA probes for clinical diagnosis.